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Our most popular resources

These resources can be borrowed by our library members. NHS staff and
people who work in health promotion in the Bradford and Airedale area
are eligible for membership. To join please complete a membership form
in person at the library.
There is no standard loan on these items. We ask for loans to be under
two weeks to allow other library users to borrow our resources.
We recommend placing advanced bookings on items by contacting us
with your required resources and the dates that you need them for. This
ensures that the resources are available when you need to borrow them.
To see our full range or resources search our library catalogue at
http://bradford.nhslibraries.com or come to the library with a work ID
badge to see them in person. We are based in the old building to the
right of main reception, our address is:
Library and Health Promotion Resources,
Lynfield Mount Hospital,
Heights Lane,
Bradford,
West Yorkshire,
BD9 6DP

W: www.bdct.nhs.uk/library

E: library.lynfield@bdct.nhs.uk

T: 01274 223900
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Drug Affected Baby

Drugs Display Box

B48815

B38359

This resource shows the potential impacts of drug use

The kit contains 24 small plastic cases showing

while pregnant. The model cries and demonstrates

various harmful drugs replicas.

the characteristic withdrawal tremors. Batteries
included.

New

Substance Abuse Identification Kit Energy Drinks Awareness Kit
B31869, B49992

B61747

This fold out display shows the appearance of popular

Set of 5 replica energy drinks with a twist. Each

addictive drugs and their drug effects on the user.

energy drink has subtly different packaging to explain
the dangers and risks associated with high caffeinated
beverages.
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Cocaine

Steroids

Ecstasy

B27342, B61493

B27338, B61485

B27341, B61489

A1 size poster showing the poten-

A1 size poster showing the poten- A1 size poster showing the potential

tial harmful effects of cocaine on

tial harmful effects of inappropri-

harmful effects of ecstasy on the

the body in graphic detail.

ate steroids on the body in graph-

body in graphic detail.

ic detail.

Heroin

Marijuana

Inhalants

B27343, B61491

B49479, B61490

B27337, B61492

A1 size poster showing the poten-

A1 size poster showing the poten- A1 size poster showing the potential

tial harmful effects of heroin on the

tial harmful effects of marijuana

harmful effects of inhalants on the

body in graphic detail.

on the body in graphic detail.

body in graphic detail.
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New

Steroids + Other Drugs Used to

Drugs and Alcohol Poster Pack

Enhance Performance and Image

B38424, B60882
Poster pack aimed at teenagers outlining the risks

B61367
A factual guide about steroids, containing reliable
information about how they work, the risks, and

associated with drugs and alcohol. Includes a poster
of 2014 statistics on deaths due to alcohol and drugs.

dangers, and ways to reduce harm.

New

A Little Book of Drugs: Activities to

Substance Abuse and Consequences

Explore Drug Issues with Young People

B60024

B61731

Award winning drug education game for 2 - 8 players

A teaching pack for ages 13 to 19, to inform young

or teams to teach young people the consequences of

people about the risks, facts and issues around drugs. substance abuse.
Contains a range of activities, including quizzes and
role play sketches.
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Drugs Information Cards

Specials! Drugs CD and Pack

B48803, B48999

B40218

A set of 17 A5 cards outlining the effects, law and

A KS3 teaching pack and CD for drug education

appearance of 17 drugs including, cocaine, alcohol,

including activity sheets to photocopy Also

ketamine, poppers, LSD, cannabis and KHAT.

encompasses smoking and alcohol.

Keys to Drugs

Drug Awareness: Lessons for

B48989, B49005

Primary Schools

A KS3 teaching pack on drugs structured into 10

B43568

sessions. Includes session plans, teachers prompts,

Covers KS1 and KS2 drug education, in line with

activity sheets to photocopy.

current curriculum requirements. The pack is a set of
lesson plans and activity ideas.
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The A - Z of Drugs & Quit

Turning it Around

B29151, B29156

B44245

Contains two Channel 4 programs: The A-Z of drugs

Focuses on the personal experiences of the impact of

tackles the issues of drug taking and Quit aims to

drugs on a family. It aims to show solidarity with

discourage smoking. Suitable for 14 to 19 year olds.

families in similar situations and signpost to support.

Running Time: 75 minutes (a-z) and 25 minutes (Quit) Running Time: 20 minutes

Get Your Head Round It

Ask Me About Me

B29602

B48111

DVD of short sketches & CD. DVD is a tongue in

Testimonials by children and young people about the

cheek expose on drug and alcohol issues for 13 to 19

impact of parental substance misuse. Also covers

year olds. CD contains four lesson plans.

strategies to enhance resilience. DVD & booklet.

Running Time: 9 clips, each between 2 and 5 minutes Running Time: 24 minutes

